PROGRAM FÖR HÖSTEN
“You are the World”
J. Krishnamurti förklarade ingen filosofi eller religion
utan talade om det som berör vardagen, ett livsverk
som ligger till grund för flera skolor.
J. Krishnamurti genomsyrades av det vetenskapliga
förhållningssättet i sin renaste form. Under sextio år
talade han till stora auditorier över hela världen med
intention att göra människan - absolut fri.

AKTIVITETER - Höstsäsongen 2017
Föreningens ändamål är att vara en ideell mötesplats, denna säsong träffas vi vid fyra tillfällen för videovisning
samt dialog.

Videovisning på Bokhandeln Studio, Karlaplan 5B, följande Söndagar kl: 15.00 – 18.00
17 SEPTEMBER
WHAT IS LIFE | What is creation, the origin, the beginning? Public Talk 3 - Madras (Chennai), India - 4 January 1986.
What is life, the origin of all this, the rivers, the valleys, the glory of the land? Where are we at the end of two
million years? Hasn't man always sought something through religion? Is the brain different from the mind? Can the
brain communicate with the mind? When genetic engineering and computers meet, what are you as a human
being? What is creation and what is invention? What gives life to a blade of grass? Is there meditation without effort
with no routine, measurement, or comparison? Is there a brain that is not muddled up, muddied by environment, by
tradition, by society?

15 OKTOBER
A WHOLLY DIFFERENT WAY OF LIVING | Order comes from the understanding of our disorder.
In conversation with prof. Allan W Anderson - Dialogue 5 - San Diego, California,USA - 20 February 1974.
Q: What is order in freedom? Unless we understand the nature and structure of disorder we can never find out
what is order. How has the whole phenomenon of disorder come about? Is order something imposed, a
discipline, which is conformity, suppression, imitation? Is order acceptance, obedience? Unless we understand
the movement of thought we cannot understand disorder. A mind that is caught in measurement can never find
truth. Is it possible to look without measurement? Is it possible to live a life, the whole of life, acting, laughing,
crying, without a shadow of comparison?

5 NOVEMBER
WHAT BRINGS ABOUT DISORDER IN RELATIONSHIP? | Public Talk 4 - Madras (Chennai), India - 7 January 1979.
What is our relationship with each other? In that relationship, is there order? How will you bring order there? Is
desire, the sensory responses with images thought has created, a factor of disorder? When pain is over, can one
totally forget it, totally non-register it? When there is no relationship, isn't there fear? Are you aware at the
moment of fear, not to let thought come into it, to realize it has no place at the moment of action? Why has
there been so little beauty and communication with nature in our lives? At the instant of pleasure is there
recording? Culture means to grow, develop the totality of one's life.

19 NOVEMBER
1ST QUESTION & ANSWER MEETING | A different kind of intelligence
Public Question & Answer 1 - Brockwood Park,England - 31 August 1982.
Do questions need answers?
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